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USABILITY

COMPONENTS
02 . ENGINE

EFFICIENT AND AFFORDABLE WIND MACHINE

OTHER APPLICATIONS

The unique design of this fan can provide effective frost protection for
all crops, even when grown in valleys or on hills. The ability to angle the
Tow and Blow impeller and horizontally oscillate the fan head for these
applications allows for exceptional versatility and completely sets this
machine apart from traditional fans.

• Can be fitted with an
evaporative water mist 		
system for cooling livestock 		
or people.

Tow and Blow machines have the ability for you to select the tower to
either rotate 360˚; or preset the tower rotation degrees to rotate through
any angle of your choice. With the speed of rotation also adjustable, this
ensures that you target the protection to only the desired area, what ever
shape your site may be. Tow and Blow requires no concrete foundations,
no building permit or consent (some councils may stipulate a consent), is
incredibly quiet, and the low fuel consumption ensure low emissions.
Easily transported from site to site behind a vehicle or tractor, the Tow and
Blow is outstanding in terms of maneuverability, flexibility, and affordability.

FROST PROTECTION SOLUTION
A wind machine that brings efficiency, affordability and mobility to frost
protection.
Frost protection is suitable for vineyards, apples, kiwifruit, cherries, citrus,
blueberries, avocados, flower bulbs, vegetables in open ground and many
more...

01 . SHROUD
03 . FAN

• Portability is second to 		
none. Easily transported 		
behind a tractor or
vehicle. Stabiliser support 		
feet are lowered to
a secure position and the 		
machine leveled for 			
operation.
• Servicing is simple. The 		
boom is lowered to ground 		
level to service the engine 		
and impeller.

06 . TRANSPORTATION

04 . TOWER

05 . CONTROLS

The 650i is also available with a telemetry system. This system allows you to monitor your wind machine
remotely from your computer or phone.
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FUNCTIONALITY

TECHNICAL SPEC.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

FUNCTIONALITY
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and providing a highly efficient
air flow. Unobstructed air flow
away from the tower means
there is no hindrance to the air
momentum or direction.

Aerodynamically designed to
maximise airflow. Having a
shroud around the fan is like
turbo charging the capacity of
air flow.

OPERATING SPECIFICATIONS
MACHINE MASS

1,900kg

MAXIMUM SIDE SLOPE SETUP ANGLE

6˚

MAXIMUM FORE-AFT SLOPE SETUP ANGLE

6˚

WHEELBASE

1690 mm (Width)

ELECTRIC SYSTEM VOLTAGE

12 V

MAXIMUM WIND CONDITIONS

(35 kmph) (22 mph)

LEVELLING JACK PONT LOADING PRESSURE

218 kpa (without soft ground pads)

DIMENSIONAL DATA
MACHINE HEIGHT (FAN IN OPERATING POSITION)

7800 mm

MACHINE HEIGHT (FAN IN TRANSPORT POSITION)

2745 mm

MACHINE WIDTH (STABILISER LEGS RETRACTED)

2315mm

MACHINE LENGTH

6160 mm

CAPACITIES
HYDRAULIC TANK

5L

FUEL TANK

200 L

TYRES
TYRES

185R14LT Pneumatic

ENGINE - KUBOTA V2403
FUEL

Diesel

ENGINE DESCRIPTION

4 Cylinder; Turbo charged.

FAN ENGINE POWER (MAXIMUM)

48.6 Kw (65.2 HP)

EMISSIONS COMPLIANCE

Tier 4, Stage 5

COOLING SYSTEM

Water cooled

IGNITION SYSTEM

12 V Electric Starter with 45 Amp
External Alternator

MAXIMUM ANGLE OF FAN HEAD AND ENGINE

20˚

HYDRAULIC OIL
HYDRAULIC OIL

Hydraulic Oil ISO VG 46 (-15˚C and above)
Hydraulic Oil ISO VG HVI (-20˚C and above)

LUBRICATION
LUBRICATION GREASE

Lithium EP2 Grease

AIRSPEED
AIRSPEED AT FULL OPERATING POWER

36 m/s (130 kmph) (80 mph)
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